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Motivation
I Output per worker varies across and within countries

I Italy: North-South divide of 22p.p.

I External drivers: efficiency of judicial system, corruption and organized crime, efficiency of
public administration (Bugamelli et al., 2018)

I Internal drivers: entrepreneurship, ownership and governance structures, managerial skills
and organizational practices
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This paper

I Describe differences in ownership, corporate governance and management between
firms in the North and in the South of Italy:

I individual point of view: characteristics of entrepreneurs and managers

I firm point of view: ownership and governance structures; their relation with managerial
practices’ and technology adoption

I Data:

I Labour Force Survey (LFS) by Istat, pooled 2015-2019 - entrepreneur and manager
characteristics (including education)

I Invind 2019 - survey data on firm characteristics, including managerial practices, and
Infocamere 2019 - register data on ownership and governance structures

I Assess how much these factors explain the North-South gap in firm performance
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Preview of main results
Differences in entrepreneur and manager characteristics:

I entrepreneurs and especially managers in the South have significantly lower education

I ”Southern” managers with a college degree less often studied economics and STEM

Differences in ownership and governance structures:

I higher incidence of family firms in the South

I implies lower degree of separation between ownership and management, corporate
governance based on localism and in-family selection, and lower use of structured
managerial practices and advanced technology

What can explain the North-South gap in firm performance?

I entrepreneurial and managerial human capital positively relates to business size;
managers’ education explains one tenth of the North-South divide in the plant size

I family-ownership negatively correlates with productivity; explains one tenth of the
productivity gap

I crucial role of the selection of (external and professional) managers, rather than
adoption of managerial practices (yet: they are ”worse” in the South)
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Who are entrepreneurs and managers?
Using the LFS we define:

I Entrepreneurs: self-employed workers who run businesses with employees (1,24 mil.)

I Managers: employed as chief executives/managing directors in private firms (0,14 mil.)
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Characteristics of entrepreneurs and managers

I Entrepreneurs:

• older, more often male, less educated than an average worker

• older, more often male, less educated in the South than in the Centre-North

I Managers:

• older, more often male and more educated than an average worker

• a substantial negative North-South gap in education
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Education of entrepreneurs and managers
• Positive association between education and probability of being an entrepreneur or manager

• Positive selection into managerial positions three times weaker in the South
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Field of college degree matters

I Managers (and entrepreneurs) more often hold a degree in Economics or STEM

I For the probability of being a managers, an economics or a STEM background plays a
larger role in the Centre North
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Ownership structure

Infocamere: firm-level indicators on shareholders (tav. soci) and directors (tav. cariche)

I Higher incidence of family firms in the South

I This explains many North-South differences (e.g., higher “localism” in the South)
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Governance structure

I More family and ”local” directors in the South, partially due to higher presence of family
firms

I Differences qualitatively comparable in the universe of corporations

I Firm size and sectoral composition contribute to these gaps, but do not drive them
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Ownership, governance and Managerial Practices

I Use of structured managerial practices lower in the South:

I holds even when controlling for firm size and sector (-13p.p.)

I the North-South divide is only marginally affected by inclusion of ownership
characteristics

I ... except for the presence of family shareholders or directors, or ”local” shareholders

I A large share of the North-South divide explained by other factors besides differences
in ownership and governance
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Ownership, governance and advanced technology

I Use of advanced technology (cloud computing, big data, AI) less frequent in the South

I holds when controlling for size and sector (-7p.p.)

I largely unaffected by inclusion of ownership or governance variables

I ... with a notable exception of family ownership (and, to some extent, the presence of
family directors)
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Geographical differences in firm performance

I Plant size can be used as a proxy for productivity

I Allows to link information on the HK of entrepreneurs and managers from LFS to
firm performance
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Plant size and the HK of entrepreneurs

⇒ Entrepreneurs’ education does not explain the North-South divide
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Plant size and the HK of managers

⇒ Managers’ education, instead, explains around 10% of the gap
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Firm productivity and ownership, governance and
organization

I Output per worker to measure productivity

I The North-South gap is around 16-17p.p., controlling for firm size and sector

I Point estimates stable when ownership or governance characteristics are included

I ... except for family-ownership and family governance that explain around 10%
of the gap
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Concluding Remarks
I Ownership, governance and management have different characteristics in the North

and South

I Among all the factors, the prevalence of family firms in the South seems to be the
most relevant determinant of differences in firm performance

I Their management in the South is more often selected within-family, even for
medium-size and large companies
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Concluding Remarks

I Although our analysis is purely descriptive, we document systematic evidence that
certain factors explain a non-negligible share of the productivity gradient:

I family firms ≈10% of productivity gap

I HK of managers ≈10% of differences in plant size

I Plausibly, institutional factors play an important role

Thank you!
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Additional Material
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Structured management practices

I We closely follow the scoring mechanism of Bloom et al. (2019)

I we take firms who have responded to at least 5 of the 8 questions

I low scores indicating lower use of structured management practices

I overall MOPS score computed as the unweighted average of all questions

I normalized to have mean zero and standard deviation 1
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Ownership and governance of firms
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